Press and hold both buttons and turn Programme dial from off to first programme then release buttons after 4 seconds. Then turn dial through the next 9 programme clicks. Note the E fault-code. Continue turning dial around to ‘off’, then back to any programme then off again. Now see if it has worked - ‘go put on a wash’.
INTRODUCTION

My Zanussi Washing Machine hasn’t been working properly for a while. Then it stopped spinning and emptying, then wouldn’t go through the programmes at all.

I cleaned all the pipes, checked motor brushes, oiled and checked motors, no benefit.

I found this worked though, and left it working perfect -

Next time it goes wonky give it a try first!

Seán
Step 1 — Zanussi Washing Machine Fault Code Reset

- Turn the dial to off.
- Press and hold together the start button (the one with the green arrow) and the button to the left of it.
- While holding, turn the Programme Dial 1 ‘click’ clockwise (to 90 degrees temp).
- The lights (or digital screen) will flash - release the buttons (the lights should scroll).
- Now turn the dial a further 9 clicks clockwise.
- Note the error code displayed.
- Continue turning the dial clockwise till you get to off, then turn to any program and back to off.

Step 2

- All washing machines will eventually stop working. First try the brushes on the main motor. They wear down, the more work the quicker it will happen. They are usually contained in an external plastic housing, one each at the rear end of the motor and easy to replace.
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To reassemble your device, follow these instructions in reverse order.